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instance. Countess Wolkenstein, von Below, Rudolf and
Paul Lindau, Professor Rcnvers, Ssftgheny-Marich, Andrew
"White, Gerhard Hauptinann, von Podewils, Professor
Harnack, Alfred von Berger, \Vilbrandi-, Blaserna,
Schmollcr, Pdnce Lichnovski, Goluchovski, Achrenthal,
Tittoni, Visconti-Vcnosta, Luzzatti, Bollati, Witte, Catp,
Sturdza, etc.
I have pledged both the German publishers and Messrs,
Fisher Unwin in London to strict secrecy concerning the
proposed book.
I propose to keep the whole plan secret from everyone,
especially the Press. It must be a responsible work based
on a wealth of material, Until the book is at least drafted,
no one should know that it is in preparation.
I want it to be written without any innuendo or arrttre-
pensee, and with complete mental independence—entirely
dispassionate and objective. The last thing I want it to
be is a panegyric or apologia.
It is the German edition in which I am most interested.
But at the same time I am anxious that the book-
written in the first instance in German, conceived in
German, felt in German—should have a strong inter-
national appeal.
The Italian appeal comes obviously through the Princess,
the House of Minghetti, the Palazzo Caffarelli, the Villa
Malta, Venice, etc* An Italian edition might therefore
be contemplated.
The publication of a French edition might be advisable,
having regard to the great interest Your Excellency and
the Princess have always felt for France, Russia and
Rumania (countries in which you have lived).
My experience of English people has left me with the
impression that England is the country in which Your
Excellency is judged with least friendliness—opinion there
is more unfriendly than in France, where you are regarded
with some pride as a product of French culture. Perhaps
it may be possible for Your Excellency to provide me with
some introductions to English society and enable me to
establish contact with English intellectual circles, with
which up to the present I have had little to do. This
would greatly assist me in carrying through the proposals

